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Europe’s E-Invoicing Experts Meet in London 
 
Kreuzlingen, May 2007 - Billentis and Vereon are looking forward to hosting their next 
successful European EXPP Summit. The leading European congress on E-Invoicing and EBPP 
will take place in London from September 10th to 11th, 2007. Companies dealing with E-
Invoicing can expect broad overviews and essential know-how that will benefit their own E-
Invoicing projects. Top-flight speakers from BASF, HSBC, Hewlett-Packard, Nordea Bank, 
among many others, will report on their experience with E-Invoicing and pass on their recipe 
for success. 
 
More and more companies are changing to electronic invoicing and leaving paper-based invoicing 
behind. The current market survey from Bruno Koch, one of Europe’s leading E-Invoicing experts and 
chairman of the European EXPP Summit, confirms this trend. Mid-2006, around 360,000 European 
corporate and other organisations were using E-Invoicing. “After surveying leading providers in the 
market, I came to the conclusion that this figure will increase to 630,000 in 2007”, states Bruno Koch. 
 
With the introduction of E-Invoicing becoming crucial to staying competitive, the question cannot be 
any longer “if”, but only “how” and “when” E-Invoicing should be implemented. However, users are 
facing an unclear market with a huge variety of solutions. 
 
The 3rd European EXPP Summit takes up this issue and provides a complete overview of E-Invoicing 
solutions as well as an excellent introduction, plus in-depth expertise, on starting up an E-Invoicing 
project. Delegates will profit from hearing the successes experienced by BASF, HSBC, Hewlett-
Packard, Nordea Bank, HM Revenue & Customs, Versatel, and many more. The relevance of E-
Invoicing for E-Government initiatives, paperless strategies in a procure-to-pay world and cross-border 
activities such as international intercompany billing are only a few aspects which will be lively 
discussed at the European EXPP Summit. The role of banks in E-Invoicing and the impact of E-
Invoicing on legal departments are two other topics that will be on the agenda. 

In addition, more than 25 leading solution and service providers will present state of the art eBilling, 
online invoicing and electronic invoicing solutions in the exhibition area.  

For registration and further information, please visit www.expp-summit.com. 
 
At a Glance 
 
Event: 3rd European EXPP Summit 2007 
Date and venue: September 10th to 11th, 2007, Millennium Conference Centre, London, UK 
Website: www.expp-summit.com 
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